What do you think has the most impact to our region’s vibrancy and sustainability over the next 40 years?

I think it’s important to... bring new jobs and people to places that are not as bustling as they once were.

REVITALIZE

“Revitalizing” allows you to bring back the housing, jobs and traditional character that once existed in places throughout the region.

Would you revitalize our city downtowns, declining urban neighborhoods or village Main Street areas? Would you bring back the stores and restaurants that have vacated older suburban strip areas?

Express your vision of change by playing your chips.

What type of places?

And where would you create them in our region?
What do you think has the most impact to our region’s vibrancy and sustainability over the next 40 years?

I think it’s important to...
...transform the character of developed places as something different than they are today.

“Re-imagining” allows you to drastically change the character and function of places throughout our region.

Would you want to see suburban strip areas transformed to become more walkable and transit-friendly? Do you think an existing office park would be the ideal place to create a new neighborhood?

Express your vision of change by playing your chips.

What type of places?
And where would you create them in our region?
What do you think has the most impact to our region’s vibrancy and sustainability over the next 40 years?

I think it’s important to...

...focus new investment on land that is currently undeveloped.

CREATE NEW

PLAY YOUR CHIPS ON UNDEVELOPED LAND TO CREATE NEW NEIGHBORHOODS OR JOB CENTERS

“Creating a new” place allows you to build a new neighborhood, job center or mixed-use area on undeveloped land.

Would you want to see a new neighborhood created in a wooded area? Would you build a new employment center on a natural open space?

Express your vision of change by playing your chips.

What type of places?

And where would you create them in our region?